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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Dr. Albert. B. Sabin
The Children's Hospital
Elland Ave. and Bethesda
Cine1nna.ti, Ohio

Dear Albert:

I find yours of June 2nd on rq desk atter rq return
from a brief vacation. According to 'tq recollection of the
decisions reached at the ti.me of the conference in Cincinnati
it was felt that at the start attention should be concentrated
on the preparation of analogs of illOp1asDIOcidcontaining sido
chains knownto produce less acute toxicity than is the case
with the phsmocid side chain. For this ~pose, side chains
used in drugs SN-13.272 and 13,274 as "ell as 13,276 were
selected. ---- -----

Onrq return this moming, I find that the question
of the structure of isoplasmocid has clarified itself con-
siderably. It looks fairly definite nowas if the drug is
inde.d the 2-methOXJ"compoundrather than the N-methyl-2-
quino1ooe. This statement is based on the infrared spectrum
of a knownsample of isoplaSJllOcidand on a sample of drug
madeby a methodwhich should give the 2-methoxy cOJIPound.
The infrared curves are practically identical with ane slight
difference which we believe is duo to a alight amount of con-
tamiDatiag impurity. The ultraviolet curves are being run
today. Coupled with this ia the fact that so far it has been
impossible to attach a side chain to 8-amino-N-metby1quino1one
by any of the usual .thode.

As far as exploration of other drugs is concerned,
it would seem to me that for the present anywaythe side chain
should be held constant with either one of the three mentioned
above, preferably the 13,276 one since it is easier to ake.
The group in the 2 position could then be varied by introducing
other a1k.~ groups.
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I believe that Dr. Schmidt has at least preliminary
data on the qualitative neurological properties of all the
other methoxyquinolines with the- exception of the rmethoJq'
series which have never been examined.

I estimate that we can probably mke from 3 to 6
drugs i.b amounts of from 50 to 100 gr8J18each if we contine
oursel TeS to the 2-methox.Yseries and vary the side chain.
This work would probably take the entire SUJDnersince there
is a tremendous amount of just brute work involved in getting
the intermediates. If it is your plan to introduce further
nuclear variations then I think this matter should be gone
into with Dr. Drake 80 as to see just howthe work should be
split up.

I think it would be very desirable it you were to
get together With Leon and get his ideas on just what compounds
should be mde. Weare only too willing to JJBkeanything that
can be made in the interests of speeding up the work.

With best regards,

S1ncere~ yours,

rce:db Robert C. Elderfie1d

cc - Drs. Schmidt and Drake


